Letters to Worldnet Grace Ministries
January & February 2014
Note: Some of the letters below make references to our having sent out mp3 players with our
messages stored on them. We would like to clarify that we have not sent out any products or
materials, nor do we have the resources to do so. We are indeed very grateful for those
anonymous donors who are providing these items and not taking the credit for their generosity.
(“USM” abbreviation = United States Military)

January 2014
I commend you for your excellent studies of what you aptly describe as the “twilight zone
of photons and quarks”.
{History of the World #s 53, 54; Life of Jesus #s 30, 42}
To put it bluntly I have been very put off by religious rantings and ravings about science,
most of which reveal total ignorance. Not so in your case. You have a fundamental grasp
of quantum mechanics which is most impressive.
You have given me fresh insights into my own field of study. Moreover, you have made me
start to question my spiritual perspective – or, more accurately, my lack of same.
The cornerstone presentation was extremely insightful.

{Life of Jesus #52}

Thanks and best wishes
New England

Great stuff. These studies are leaving a lot of professors red faced. Especially the
cornerstone lesson. It’s on mp3 players all over campus.

North Carolina

{Life of Jesus #52}

Bless my heart jesus my savior
China

The quantum mechanics presentations have been most insightful.
{History of the World #s 53, 54; Life of Jesus #s 30, 42}
The cornerstone lesson was very thought provoking.

{Life of Jesus #52}

New York

Praise the Lord! God has answered years of praying for my husband, a renowned physicist.
He moved from atheism to believing in Jesus as his savior after listening to your
cornerstone message three times.
{Life of Jesus #52}
May God bless you!
United States

You have presented many lectures which have demonstrated outstanding insight into
quantum mechanics. The cornerstone session was very thought provoking.

Wisconsin

{Life of Jesus #52}

I was thrilled as I listened to the cornerstone message. I just knew it would resonate
with my unbelieving friends. I was correct. Many in the science departments have been
excited to finally get some answers to these disturbing findings in quantum mechanics.
{Life of Jesus #52}
Nevada

Professor, your quantum mechanics have been….sorry the best phrase I can come up with
is mind-boggling. What a grasp of the essentials presented flawlessly and simply.
{History of the World #s 53, 54; Life of Jesus #s 30, 42, 52}
I actually went out and bought a Bible.
Indiana

Hey everybody.
Unbelievable that cheering for us.

Almost made me cry. OK, it made me cry.

{Topical: Isaiah 7 – God’s Christmas Card}
What was really great was how many of the guys wanted to listen to it over and over and
then they wanted to hear the whole message. 2 guys got saved.
Preacher, you’re the best
USM

Man that was so excited to hear your appreciation for us. I can't tell you how much it
meant.
{Topical: Isaiah 7 – God’s Christmas Card}
These lessons are just unbelievable.
USM

Thanks for the quantum mechanics studies. And from a preacher!
{History of the World #s 53, 54; Life of Jesus #s 30, 42, 52}
Indiana

These lessons on quantum mechanics have profoundly influenced my thinking about the
entire quantum level physics – and that is my life work.
{History of the World #s 53, 54; Life of Jesus #s 30, 42, 52}
I have become very interested in the Bible and actually acquired one. I have begun
listening to your studies on the life of Jesus. They are most interesting.
You have an engaging presentation manner. Relaxed, winsome and erudite. Great job.
California

As a literature teacher I want to commend you for your analysis of the parables of Jesus.
{Life of Jesus #s 32-34, 43-45, 47, 51-53}
I have shared them with some of my colleagues (most of whom are unbelievers) and they
are using your method to interpret all of the allegories, such as Moby Dick. It is a great
method. List the elements, identify the symbols, then the meaning unfolds. Awesome.
Ohio

The message on weddings was just wonderful. I am so relieved to know my marriage and
family will endure. That’s the first explanation that made sense.
{Life of Jesus #54}
Pennsylvania

The series of messages on world history is a gold mine. I am astonished. You presented a
comprehensive study of every segment of history, including art, music, literature, and
painting, woven together with historical timelines. And all under the banner that history
is a controlled process.
{History of the World – Past, Present, Future series, presented November 2010 to July 2012}
New Jersey

Thus is the best Bible teaching I have ever heard. In fact, I’ve never heard anything like
this. I look forward every week to the new posting.
I also love the music you attach. What a great closer. The music by Jerry Harrison is
excellent.
{Life of Jesus #s 50, 53}
Can you give me more information about him?

PTL for all your work.

Anonymous

Hey Johnny.
Hey man, after like a whole wasted life, I got saved at a campfire lesson led by Daryl.
Dude made me write you.
Man I had a terrible life doing terrible things. I thought there’s like no hope for me.
Live in a tent. Nothing.
Then I started listening to your stuff. I can’t believe I am forgiven for everything I ever
did and I am on my way to heaven. All because Jesus died for me.
Hey homes, you rock. Big time. I mean it.
California

Your World History series is one of the most remarkable body of work I have ever seen.
After listening to the entire series I have an understanding of not only history, but art,
music, literature. Amazing.
Your religious approach is very interesting.
Germany

Greetings from sunny and cold Utah!
Your studies on quantum mechanics have been superb. I actually enjoyed the analyses of
Einstein and relativity a while back.
{History of the World #54}
The cornerstone lecture was outstanding. {Life of Jesus #52}

I actually listened twice.

As you know, theories and hypotheses are continually swirling about as we try to make this
realm of quantum mechanics coherent. I have to admit that your take is the only one that
ties everything together in an accessible framework.
The Biblical analogies were fascinating. I had not really even thought about the Bible
since I was a child. I downloaded an electronic Bible and intend to start reading.
Utah

Thank you for these Bible studies.
After years of sermons and Sunday classes I actually enjoy something. Not only do I
enjoy them – they have richly blessed my life.
The thinking is so new it takes a while to grasp.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Thank you for your message on the Olivet Discourse. For the first time I get it.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

{Life of Jesus #55}

Hey all you guys – your appreciation for us was wonderful. We listen to it all the time.

USM

{Topical: Isaiah 7 – God’s Christmas Card}

February 2014
I was rock bottom. Years of drug use had alienated all of my friends then all of my
family. I was fired over and over. Finally I had no job, no money, nothing.
I was standing in line to get a free breakfast in Capistrano when a lady handed me an audio
player with "RG" on it. I said does that mean Real Good? She laughed and said, “Yes it
is.” I thanked her -- just being polite because what do I need with that?
But I put the plugs in and found God’s Christmas Card. {Topical: Isaiah 7 – God’s Christmas
Card} I listened as I ate. It was entertainment so I kept listening. It was great, so I
listened to more -- probably 6 hours nonstop.
Jesus spoke to me loud and clear through your words. I believed he died for all my sins.
That was 2 weeks ago. He took away all my cravings for drugs and alcohol. I'm working
now at the food bank, looking for a full time job. My family and friends are shocked. I'm
telling all of them about Jesus.
California

Professor,
Great job on the quantum mechanics cornerstone lecture.

{Life of Jesus #52}

Actually gave me great pause. I'm going to give the Einstein study an opportunity.
{History of the World # 54}
Arizona

Your applause and encouragement meant more than words can express.

{Topical: Isaiah 7 – God’s Christmas Card}
When we're down we play it again.
USM

Words fail me as I try to express how much your show of support meant to us over here.
A guy made some copies for everybody.
{Topical: Isaiah 7 -- God’s Christmas Card}
The best part is that I started listening to some of these lessons. I haven't been to
church but maybe 5 times my whole life. And I hated every time.
You make the Bible understandable and clear. Plus this is a funny guy. I have several on
my mp3. I'm looking forward to listening.
USM

Dear pastor,
I have been working as a translator in a very large East Asia nation which is politically
Marxist and socially atheistic.
Your messages are the only ones I've known that hit home with these people. The history,
creation and language studies fascinate them.
{History of the World #s 1-11, 18-19}
I too have personally benefitted by learning how grace operates in my life -- not
judgment. I am most blessed to be your translator.
Asia

I have enjoyed your messages on impressionist art. Very intellectually stimulating.
{History of the World #s 50 & 51}
The "I am the Tolah" title intrigued me so I checked it out.

{Life of Jesus #59}

I finally got it. Jesus died on the cross for MY sins. He is my savior!
Sydney, Australia

The following four letters quoted the subtitle from
Lesson #59 in “The Life of Jesus” series:
Jesus at the Cross – “I Am the Tolah, not a Man”
“A moment can encompass all eternity, and eternity can be contained in a moment”
This
Maryland

A moment can encompass all eternity, and eternity can be contained in a moment.
Glorious.
California

"A moment can encompass all eternity, and eternity can be contained in a moment."
With that succinct, elegant statement, you have summarized the two halves
of the quantum mechanics formula I am developing.
Sheer beauty
Arizona

“A moment can encompass all eternity, and eternity can be contained in a moment”
Exactly.
What an elegant, poetic crystallization of a profound mystery of quantum mechanics.
Georgia

As a pastor I was initially very put off by your assertion that Jesus was praying not to be
spared from the cross, but to survive Gethsemane.
{Life of Jesus #58}
As I listened I became certain you are correct. I look forward to explaining to my
congregation the power of the moment when He referred to our sins as "My sins".
By the way I've also concluded you are correct about the bematos. But that's another
email.
{The Blessing Place #s 1-3; History of the World #58, Hebrews #4, Life of Jesus #s 12, 47}
Consistently excellent messages. God bless you.
Anonymous

Quick note. We love the cheering you guys gave us. Also led me to the only Bible lessons
I've ever heard.
{Topical: Isaiah 7 – God’s Christmas Card}
USM

Most excellent words which delivered my entire family from the evil darkness into the
light of Jesus my savior!
West Coast of Africa

This is the best teaching I have ever heard. It’s so different it took me some time to
even assimilate it.
Other Bible teachers include some information about the speaker but your site has no
details of any kind. I'm suspecting the omission is intentional.
Anonymous

My evaluation: You obviously have a strong classical education and are extremely
knowledgeable about the Bible. But you are clearly lacking in seminary instruction.
It shows.
Anonymous (of course)

Johnny’s reply: Thank you

